Philadelphia chromosome positive acute lymphoblastic leukemia showing normal karyotype in G-banding chromosomal examination before chemotherapy.
A 29-year-old male was admitted because of thrombocytopenia. A diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia was made on the basis of a 61.6% infiltration of leukemic cells in his bone marrow. Standard G-binding chromosome analysis of bone marrow cells revealed a normal karyotype. He received combination chemotherapy, and achieved hematological complete remission. However, chromosomal analysis of bone marrow cells after 2 courses of consolidation therapy showed the Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome in two cells out of 20 analysed. We retrospectively examined the sample of bone marrow cells before chemotherapy; It showed minor BCR/ABL positivity with FISH and RT-PCR methods. The Ph chromosome disappeared after consolidation chemotherapy and allogeneic bone marrow transplantation, but the Ph chromosome reappeared at relapse. We postulated that there were two clones, both a Ph-positive clone and Ph-negative clone. At the initial diagnosis, Ph chromosome was not detected because the G-banding method analyzed only metaphase cells, which contained few Ph-positive clones. In order to offer effective therapy with molecular targeting agents, in this poor prognostic disease, it is necessary to detect Ph chromosome before the first chemotherapy and BCR/ABL detection with FISH or RT-PCR methods appears more useful than G-banding chromosome analysis.